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Abstract
This work presents a novel four-stage open-domain QA pipeline R2-D2 (RANK TWICE, READ TWICE). The pipeline is composed of a retriever, passage reranker, extractive reader, generative reader and a mechanism that aggregates the final prediction from all system’s components. We demonstrate its strength across three open-domain QA datasets: NaturalQuestions, TriviaQA and EfficientQA, surpassing state-of-the-art on the first two. Our analysis demonstrates that: (i) combining extractive and generative reader yields absolute improvements up to 5 exact match and it is at least twice as effective as the posterior averaging ensemble of the same models with different parameters, (ii) the extractive reader with fewer parameters can match the performance of the generative reader on extractive QA datasets.

1 Introduction
Last year showed rapid progress in neural factoid open-domain question answering based on retriever-reader architecture (Open-QA). Such Open-QA systems (Chen et al., 2017) seek evidence for answering the questions inside the knowledge source using the retriever and then extract the answer from the retrieved knowledge using the reader. The knowledge source is often a large corpus of short snippets of natural language, so-called passages (e.g., taken from an encyclopedia).

The progress can be attributed to advances in neural retrieval methods (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave, 2020; Khattab et al., 2020; Luan et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020, inter alia) that benefit from smarter negative sampling strategies or a better trade-off between complex question-passage interaction and its efficiency. It also can be attributed to reading methods that enable processing large quantities of retrieved passages Izacard and Grave (2021). They compensate for a certain amount of the retrieval error and enable early aggregation of answer’s evidence between passages.

This work demonstrates the relative improvement of 23-32% compared to last year’s state-of-the-art DPR system (Karpukhin et al., 2020), while using the same knowledge source and the retriever. We propose a state-of-the-art Open-QA baseline composed of retriever, passage reranker, extractive reader, generative reader, and a novel component fusion approach. We follow the practice from information retrieval and show that our moderately sized reranker allows to reduce the passage count needed at the input of large reader models about four times. Our readers then take the best from both worlds. The extractive reader proposes a list of salient answer spans. The generative reader reranks these spans, seeing all the passages at once, or generates its own answer. The proposed pipeline is heterogeneous and modular, making it an ideal benchmark.

To sum up, our contributions are three-fold:

1. We present a simple novel approach to aggregate scores from all system components and show that combining extractive and generative approaches is superior to a posterior averaging ensemble of homogeneous models.

2. We show that the extractive reader can sometimes match the performance of the generative approaches without taking the advantage of the fusion between retrieved passages. This indicates that the evidence aggregation from multiple passages in the generative approaches is either not learned or not necessary to perform well on these datasets.

3. We push the state-of-the-art for two large and popular datasets, demonstrating what is achievable with the proposed approach, having the same knowledge source and the re-
2 Open-QA Pipeline

We propose the R2-D2 (RANK TWICE, READ TWICE), 4-stage pipelined system that can choose whether to generate or to extract an answer. The parameters of each component in pipeline are estimated separately. It is composed of DPR passage retriever (Karpukhin et al., 2020), passage reranker (see subsection 2.1), and two readers. Figure 1 shows the diagram of our system. The first reader performs an extractive span-selection similar to Fajcik et al. (2020). The second reader is based on Fusion-In-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and Grave, 2021).

Formally, given a question \( q \in Q \) from the set of all possible questions \( Q \) and the corpus \( C = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\} \) composed of passages \( p_i \), the retriever learns a ranking function \( \text{rank}: Q \times C \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) that assigns a score to each passage. We assume each passage contains its passage title (e.g., title from the Wikipedia article).

Taking a top-K scoring passages \( C_r \subset C \), reranker again rescores \( C_r \) scoring passages by learning a reranking function \( \text{rerank}: Q \times C_r \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). Note that while \( \text{rank} \) and \( \text{rerank} \) have similar signatures, the computational cost of \( \text{rerank} \) over the same amount of passages is drastically higher, as it computes fine-grained interaction between tokens of question and passage.

Next, the rescored passages are passed to two readers: the extractive reader reads top-\( V \) passages \( C_{rr} \subset C_r \) independently of each other and assigns the probability \( P_e(a_e| q, C_{rr}) \) to each span \( a_e \) in the passages (see subsection 2.2). The FiD generative reader reads top-\( V \) passages \( C'_{rr} \subset C_r \) jointly and generates an answer from probability space \( P_g(a_g| q, C'_{rr}) \) via greedy search.

Finally, R2-D2 aggregates the outputs from all components using two fusions (described in subsection 2.3).

2.1 Passage Reranker

The proposed passage reranker is based on transformer cross-encoder similar to Nogueira and Cho (2019); Luan et al. (2021). The input is the concatenation of question \( q \in Q \) and passage \( p \in C_r \) with a special SEP token between them. The passage consists of a title and context that are prepended with special start tokens and concatenated together. We denote the contextual representation of input token \( w \) obtained by the cross-encoder as \( \text{En}(p, q)[w] \in \mathbb{R}^d \).

Now we can define the reranking function for
where we compute their product

where \( w \in \mathbb{R}^d \) is a trainable vector and \( \text{CLS} \) is the special token added at the start of an input sequence. Finally, we define the following formula\(^2\)

\[
P_{rr}(p|q, C_r) = \text{softmax}(\text{rerank}(q, p))_p \tag{2}
\]

to assign a probability to the case that passage \( p \) contains answer to the question \( q \).

**Training.** The model input for each question is exactly one positive sample supplemented with hard negatives from the retriever. The ground truth passage, annotated the same way as in Karpukhin et al. (2020), is primarily used as a positive sample. If the ground truth is unknown, the positive sample is the best retriever passage containing the answer. The hard negatives are uniformly sampled from retriever’s top-\( K \) results that do not contain the answer. The used loss function is the cross-entropy.

### 2.2 Extractive Reader

Extractive reader estimates the probability \( P_e(a_e|q, C_{rr}) \). It is the probability of a span \( a_e \) from top-\( V \) passage \( p \in C_{rr} \) being an answer to a question \( q \). We decompose the \( P_e(a_e|q, C_{rr}) \) into four probabilities of:

- token \( s \) being starting token of an answer span,
- token \( e \) being ending token of an answer span,
- tokens \( s \) and \( e \) being boundary tokens of an answer span (Fajcik et al., 2020),
- passage \( p \) containing an answer for the question \( q \) (inner reranker) as in Karpukhin et al. (2020).

To obtain the final probability used in test-time, we compute their product\(^3\). These probabilities are defined as:

\[
P_s(*|q, C_{rr}) = \text{softmax}(s_*)_i, \tag{3}
\]

where * may stand for a start, end, joint, and a passage. The \( i \) is an index of a given element, and the \( s_* \) is a vector of scores for each element among all passages in \( C_{rr} \). So the softmax normalization

The sums are going through target annotations (starts, ends, etc.) obtained by the distant supervision approach.

### 2.3 Component Fusion

To produce the final answer, R2-D2 aggregates the log-probabilities of all system components via linear combinations tuned on validation data.

Firstly, the log-probabilities of all system components for top-\( M \) answer spans proposed by the extractive reader are aggregated. Formally, assume the \( A_q \) is the set of top-\( M \) answer spans from \( P_e(a|q, C_{rr}) \) for question \( q \). The generative model performs the answer reranking evaluating the log-probability of the answer spans

\[
\{ \log P_g(a|q, C'_{rr}) : a \in A_q \}. \tag{9}
\]

Next a logistic regression loss (11) is minimized to perform score aggregation. It combines the scores across the R2-D2 components to maximize the correct answer span probability over dataset \( D \).
We use 12GB GPU to train the passage reranker, Adam optimizer with a decoupled weight decay where either the extractive or the abstractive prediction is correct (but not both). Our models are implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) using Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). Here, the training dataset \( D \) contains only cases where either the extractive or the abstractive prediction is correct (but not both).

### 3 Experimental Setup

Our models are implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) using Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We use 12GB GPU to train the passage reranker, 48GB GPU for the generative reader, and 16x 32GB GPUs to train the extractive reader with \( V = 128 \) passages at its input. The inference runs on 12GB GPU. In all experiments, we used Adam optimizer with a decoupled weight decay (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019). Our models are evaluated by two metrics:

**Exact match (EM)** measures the proportion of examples, for which the system prediction matched at least one annotated ground-truth answer. We use the script from Lee et al. (2019)\(^4\).

**Accuracy@K** measures the proportion of examples, for which the ground-truth answer string is present in top-K retrieved passages. We match the string exactly as Karpukhin et al. (2020)\(^5\).

### 3.1 Datasets and Data Pre-processing

We evaluate our models on three datasets. Their statistics are available in Table 1. To train the reranker we filter out examples, which do not contain golden passage or exact match in top-K retrieved passages. To train the extractive reader, only examples with exact match in a golden passage or top-1 retrieved passage are kept. Both filtering strategies are closely described in Appendix C.

**NQ-Open** (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019) or NaturalQuestions-Open consists of real user queries obtained from Google search engine. The maximum length of each answer is at most 5 tokens. Each training and development sample contains 1 annotated answer, while test data contain 5-way answer annotation.

**TQ-Open** (Joshi et al., 2017) or TriviaQA-Open consists of question-answer pairs from 14 different trivia quiz websites. Each question contains human annotated answer and a set of answer aliases gathered from Wikipedia. We use the unfiltered version.

**EfficientQA** (Min et al., 2021) is a dataset collected the same way as NQ-Open through 2019 and thus may contain more questions without evidence in our corpus than NQ-Open. We use the officially released dev set for testing\(^6\) models trained on NQ-Open training data.

Additionally, we also report results according to train-test set overlaps discovered by Lewis et al. (2021) in Appendix H.

### 3.2 Models and Pipeline

**Retriever.** We use BERT-based DPR from the official checkpoint\(^7\). Each passage is represented via 768-dimensional embedding. We use a multiset checkpoint for TQ-Open, as the checkpoint for TQ directly isn’t officially released. We use the same knowledge corpus containing 21,015,320 passages based on 12-20-2018 Wikipedia snapshot as Karpukhin et al. (2020). In inference time, the retriever passes \( K = 200 \) passages \( C_r \) to reranker.

\(^4\)https://cutt.ly/rkZNler

\(^5\)https://cutt.ly/0luNhx4

\(^6\)The test set was not released during our experiments.

\(^7\)https://github.com/facebookresearch/DPR
Dataset & Train & Dev & Test \\
--- & --- & --- & --- \\
NQ-Open & 79,168 & 8,757 & 3,610 \\
- filt. reranker & 71,238 & - & - \\
- filt. ext. reader & 61,755 & - & - \\
- w/ golden passage & 58,876 & 6,515 & - \\
TQ-Open & 78,785 & 8,837 & 11,313 \\
- filt. reranker & 69,346 & - & - \\
- filt. ext. reader & 62,332 & - & - \\
- w/ golden passage & 60,413 & 6,760 & - \\
EfficientQA & - & - & 1,800 \\

Table 1: Dataset statistics. The filt. lines report how many examples are kept for training the reranker (filt. reranker) and extractive reader (filt. ext. reader). The lines w/ golden passage denote how many examples from the set contain golden passage annotation.

Passage reranker. We use the RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) and truncate the inputs to a maximum length of 256. The linear scheduler with 0.1 warmup proportion is used, the number of epochs is 5 and the model is validated every 40,000 optimization steps. We use learning rate $1 \times 10^{-4}$ and batch size 8. In training, the model reranks 24 passages per question with negatives uniformly sampled from top-400 passages retrieved by DPR. During the inference, top-$K$ ($K = 200$) retriever passages are rescored and passed to readers.

Extractive reader. The extractive reader encoder is based on pre-trained ELECTRA-large. Its inputs are truncated if they are longer than the allowed maximum size (512 tokens). During the training phase, all spans from all $p \in C_r$ that match with at least one of the known answers are selected as target annotations. Therefore the annotations might appear in the wrong context. The extractive reader reads the top-$V = 128$ passages during the training phase and when it is used without the reranker. To demonstrate the effect of reranker, the reader reads only the top-$V = 24$ passages if the reranker is used. We use a linear scheduler with a warmup for the first 20,000 steps for all models. The maximum number of training steps is 200,000. The model is validated every 20,000 steps, and the best checkpoint among validations is selected. The learning rate is $2 \times 10^{-5}$ and the optimization step was done after each training example.

Generative reader. We utilize T5-large (Raffel et al., 2020) and use a concatenation of question, passages and their respective titles at the Fusion-decoder’s input the same way as Izacard and Grave (2020). We truncate each passage to the length of 250 tokens for NQ. For TQ, as questions are significantly longer, we truncate whole inputs to the same size. Following FiD for TQ, we use only human-generated answers. In training, the golden passage always comes first, if available, and we take the rest of passages as ranked by retriever up to $V_2$ passages. Izacard and Grave (2021) trained FiD with $V_2 = 100$ passages at its input. However, such approach requires tremendous amount of GPU memory, and thus requires employing speed-memory trade-offs such as gradient checkpointing (Chen et al., 2016). Unlike the original approach, we use only $V_2 = 25$ passages in our FiD. We note that in practice combining reranker with shorter-context FiD yields results similar to original implementation with much lower memory consumption and better throughput in the R2-D2 setting. We analyze the speed of our implementation in Appendix I. Other hyperparameters are similar to the original work—batch size 64, learning rate $5 \times 10^{-5}$ but no learning rate schedule. In test time, we decode an answer via greedy decoding.

4 Results and Analysis

The effectiveness of our approach is compared with the state-of-the-art in Table 2. Our system, composed of just the retriever and FiD reader R1-D1 (Generative), shows inferior performance compared to FiD-large. This is most likely caused by 4 times fewer passages at its input, as in Izacard and Grave (2021). In contrast, our ELECTRA based extractive reader R1-D1 (Extractive) shows large gains compared to extractive state-of-the-art, while having the same retriever as DPR. We hypothesize this may be caused by ELECTRA pre-training method, which shows strong performance through variety of tasks and we further show that it is also due to training and inference with large input size of 128 passages and better objective (discussed in Section 4.2 and Appendix G). Only system that matches the performance of our extractive reader is the concurrent work on UnitedQA-E (Cheng et al., 2021), which uses advanced regularization and HardEM techniques. We note that these are orthogonal to our approach and could potentially lead to further improvements.

\footnote{Note that we train on data from retriever, not reranker.}

\footnote{Matching strategies are described in Appendix C.}

\footnote{Due to the numerous decoder computations in answer re-ranking.}
Table 2: Comparison with the state-of-the-art in EM. 

Finally, we find that our R2-D2 system with 21M passages corpus is competitive even with FiD++, which uses DPR retriever improved via knowledge distillation, and 26M passage corpus, which also includes lists. Additionally, we evaluate our model with a better retrieval model (HN-DPR) based on the DPR checkpoint where hard negatives are mined using the retrieval model itself\(^{11}\). Note that we do not compare EfficientQA with state-of-the-art, as the previous works didn’t reported results on dev set we use for testing.

4.1 Reranker Performance

Next, we compare the performance of our retriever, reranker and reader with Accuracy@K in Figure 2. The passage reranker improves the accuracy consistently and we observe the same trend on other datasets (Appendix A). We also include analysis, where we rerank each passage \(p_i\) according its \(s_{\text{passage}}\) score from extractive reader. We observe results similar or even better to reranking, indicating the extractive reader reranks well on its own. However, in subsequent experiments we do not replace the reranker with reader because: (i) passage reranker has fewer parameters, (ii) extractive reading can run in parallel with reranking and generative reading as extractive reader is not benefiting from reranking, and (iii) passage reranking scores often improve results during score aggregation (see Section 4.4).

4.2 Extractive Reader Performance

In order to investigate the influence of the number of input passages on the extractive reader’s performance, we trained multiple ELECTRA-base models, each with different input size. In test time, we evaluate each of them on various input sizes. Figure 3 shows that increasing train/test input size has a positive influence on extractive reader’s performance. However, input size 128 doesn’t seem to increase the performance anymore.

4.3 Ablations

The ablations are listed in Table 3. We ablate results without using passage reranker, with separate readers and their combination and with different

\(^{11}\)https://cutt.ly/Ux5Y4h
stages of component fusion. Namely, performing a naive answer re-ranking by generative reader means the system chooses the most probable answer span among the top-\(M\) spans provided by the extractive reader according to generative reader log-probabilities as shown in equation (9). Analogously, the aggr fusion denotes that the system chooses the most probable answer span according to aggregated scores, as in equation (11). Finally, the aggr+bd fusion denotes the binary decision, as shown in equation (12).

As expected, we observe that reranker improves the results consistently for generative model in all cases. The gains are especially large for TQ-Open (over 3.7 EM, underscored in Table 3). In fact, the results are comparable to Izacard and Grave (2021), suggesting that using the FiD reader with smaller context window and reranker is a reasonable alternative to memory inefficient FiD with large input size. Furthermore as expected, the extractive reader without reranker already has top-128 passages at the input, and improvements from the passage reranking are only negligible if any (less than 1 EM).

Finally, the results on NQ-Open and EfficientQA suggest applying the binary decision does not bring large improvements over the score aggregation if any. However, notice that this is not the case for TQ-Open, where the generative reader performs significantly better compared to extractive reader, suggesting both component fusions play important role in the system.

### 4.4 Component Fusion

Furthermore, we analyze the performance of each component combination in the score aggregation and its impact on the component fusion via binary decision. Both fusions are tuned on validation data and reported on test data of the NQ-Open and TQ-Open datasets. See Appendix B for analysis on additional datasets. Table 4 shows all relevant combinations of ranker \(r\), reranker \(rr\), extractive reader \(e\) and generative reader \(g\) probabilities used in score aggregation. In overall, we observe that combining retriever and reranker scores with the reader leads to better or equal performance. On NQ-Open, we observe minor improvements up to \(~1\) EM. However, there is no difference on TQ-Open.

The impact of adding a binary decision after the score aggregation is shown in Table 5. Interestingly, the binary decision component significantly improves the performance only without reranked
4.5 Comparison with Posterior Averaging

Finally, we compare our score aggregation with the ensemble computed via posterior probability averaging. In particular, we train three extractive and generative base-sized models initialized with different random seed. We do not use reranker in this experiment, and set train/test input size of extractive reader to 32. We assess the predictions using the averaged posterior probabilities and compare their average performance with score aggregation (\{e\} row in Table 5 vs. \{e,g\} row in Table 4). As already noted in ablations, we find this to be quite the opposite for TQ-Open. We hypothesize that the binary decision is strong in cases, where generative reader performs better to extractive reader (the case of TQ-Open). We argue that if the generative reader is better, the abstractive answer should be used far more often, than when it’s not. We support the hypothesis by analyzing the proportion of test samples, on which the binary decision component activated (i.e. an abstractive prediction was selected). On NQ-Open, the component almost never activated (only on 3.5% samples), but this proportion is much higher (26.6%) on TQ-Open.

Table 6: Comparison between ensembling via posterior averaging and score aggregation on NQ-Open.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readers</th>
<th>Ensemble</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>(\Delta_{ext})</th>
<th>(\Delta_{gen})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>46.79</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>2 models</td>
<td>48.30</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 models</td>
<td>48.59</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>2 models</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 models</td>
<td>46.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext+gen</td>
<td>aggr</td>
<td>49.92</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Related Work

Passage reranking. Previous work in QA based on neural nets used Bi-LSTM encoders (Wang et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018) that score each document independently. Over time, Bi-LSTM were replaced by BERT-like transformer encoders (Qiao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019a). For document ranking, Nogueira et al. (2019) proposed a multistage architecture. The first stage scores each document independently, and the second estimates the more relevant document from all document pairs. Another document ranking approach uses the seq2seq model to generate a true or false answer to the document’s relevance to the query (Nogueira et al., 2020). Recent works have often focused on effective reranking. Xin et al. (2020) achieved inference speedup using early exiting, Jang and Kim (2020) proposed a smaller and faster model, and Mao et al. (2021) came up with a method which uses reader’s predictions to rerank the passages. Our reranker is most similar to Nogueira and Cho (2019); Luan et al. (2021), except that unlike in IR, we assume there is just one correct passage and thus train our model via categorical cross-entropy.

Multipassage Reading Comprehension Related work considers generative and extractive approaches towards modeling the reader. The generative reader generates an answer while conditioned on question alone (Roberts et al., 2020), or question with relevant passages (Lewis et al., 2020; Min et al., 2020). Izacard and Grave (2021) showed it suffices to concatenate the passages in the decoder of seq2seq model, increasing the amount of top-passages the model can depend on dramatically. The extractive reader used in Open-QA assumes that the answer is a continuous span string in located in retrieved paragraphs (Chen et al., 2017). Clark and Gardner (2018) proposed to aggregate the probabilities of distantly supervised answer matches via maximum marginal likelihood (MML). Lin et al. (2018) proposed to denoise distantly supervised answer string matches in MML via paragraph-ranker. Cheng et al. (2020a) experimented with different assumptions for MML, showing improvement when marginalizing over components of span probability independently. Fajcik et al. (2020) proposed to model joint span probability directly via compound objective, instead of modeling the probability of span’s start and end independently. Karpukhin et al. (2020) incorporated an independent passage classifier loss to his MML.
objective. Our objective is similar to the last work, except that it uses joint component and also optimizes MML over relevant passages’ probabilities.

Component Fusion. Yang et al. (2019) also combined BM25 ranker and reader scores via linear combination. Our work can be seen as an extension of this idea to combining the scores of all pipeline’s components. Iyer et al. (2020) proposed a system which directly learns to rerank question-passage-answer triplets proposed via extractive model. However, reranking answers from their large extractive model via large reranker leads to ~1 EM improvement absolute, whereas R2-D2s score aggregation improves 4 to 5 EM w.r.t. the extractive reader. Concurrently with our work, Cheng et al. (2021) proposed hard voting ensembling scheme to combine the reader predictions. Firstly, each model from an ensemble produces its best prediction, then the votes for identical predictions are combined, omitting the scores produced by the individual models. The authors obtained best results using two FiD readers and single extractive reader, leading to 1.6 and 2.4 EM improvement on TQ-Open and NQ-Open, compared to their best single extractive or generative model.

6 Conclusion

This work proposed R2-D2, a novel state-of-the-art pipeline for open-domain QA based on 4 components: retriever, reranker, generative reader and extractive reader. We showed that employing a reranker is a reasonable alternative to using large passage counts at the input of both the extractive and the generative reader. Our results on NQ-Open and EfficientQA showed that the extractive and the generative reader could perform equally in OpenQA, although the generative reader is twice the size of the extractive reader. On the other hand, we observe the extractive reader underperforms on TQ-Open. We hypothesize, that the cause is (1) the complexity of trivia questions with many entities, which often require combining evidence from multiple passages — these are impossible to answer for the extractive reader by design — and (2) the expensive hyperparameter search, as we used NQ-Open hyperparameters also for TQ-Open. Contrary to belief based on the results on different datasets (Yang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019b; Izacard and Grave, 2021), we found the extractive reader can also benefit from larger input sizes, both in training and test time. Finally, we proposed a component fusion, which allows merging the complementary behavior of generative and extractive approaches along with the ranking components and found it improves the results significantly. Due to its heterogeneous and modular nature, our pipeline forms an ideal base for future research of component integration in modern Open-QA.
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A Additional Accuracy@K Analysis

Analysis of Accuracy@K on NQ-Open development data in Figure 4a, on EfficientQA data is shown in Figure 4b, and on TQ-Open development data in Figure 4c and test data in Figure 4d.

B Additional Component Fusion Analysis

This section includes results analogical to Tables 4, 5 on EfficientQA and development data of NQ-Open and TQ-Open (Tables 7, 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P_*</th>
<th>\emptyset</th>
<th>{r}</th>
<th>{rr}</th>
<th>{r, rr}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NQ-Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>48.38</td>
<td>48.94</td>
<td>48.85</td>
<td>49.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>50.49</td>
<td>50.35</td>
<td>50.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>51.79</td>
<td>51.97</td>
<td>51.82</td>
<td>51.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQ-Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>65.07</td>
<td>65.21</td>
<td>65.16</td>
<td>65.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>67.68</td>
<td>67.72</td>
<td>67.73</td>
<td>67.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>68.13</td>
<td>68.19</td>
<td>68.17</td>
<td>68.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientQA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>47.56</td>
<td>48.33</td>
<td>48.89</td>
<td>48.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>49.11</td>
<td>49.56</td>
<td>50.22</td>
<td>50.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>51.67</td>
<td>50.89</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Score aggregation on validation data of NQ-Open, TQ-Open and EfficientQA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P_*</th>
<th>\emptyset</th>
<th>{r}</th>
<th>{rr}</th>
<th>{r, rr}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NQ-Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>50.65</td>
<td>51.24</td>
<td>51.01</td>
<td>51.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>50.91</td>
<td>50.68</td>
<td>50.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>52.24</td>
<td>52.29</td>
<td>52.27</td>
<td>52.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TQ-Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>69.03</td>
<td>69.03</td>
<td>69.01</td>
<td>68.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>69.54</td>
<td>69.46</td>
<td>69.62</td>
<td>69.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>69.77</td>
<td>69.79</td>
<td>69.67</td>
<td>69.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientQA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>48.33</td>
<td>50.06</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>49.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{g}</td>
<td>48.94</td>
<td>49.50</td>
<td>50.06</td>
<td>49.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e, g}</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>51.83</td>
<td>50.94</td>
<td>52.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Binary decision on NQ-Open, TQ-Open and EfficientQA.

C Data Pre-processing

This section describes how the training datasets for reranker and extractive reader are filtered, and how the distant supervision labeling is generated. Note not each example contains golden passage, as not each example can be mapped to the used dump of Wikipedia. We use the same golden passage mapping as Karpukhin et al. (2020).

For passage reranking, the input must contain at least one positive example. We meet this condition either by adding a golden passage or searching for the passage with an answer in the top-400 results retrieved by DPR. In detail about the search, first the Simple tokenizer proposed in DrQA\textsuperscript{12} tokenizes each passage and golden answer. The positive example is the best-scored tokenized passage that contains an exact match with one of the tokenized answers. Note the search proceeds in the same way as in DPR’s Accuracy@K implementation\textsuperscript{13}.

The extractive reader is trained only on samples which contain exact match to at least one of the annotated answers in the top-1 passage, or golden passage if it is available. The exact match is performed on the subword token level (i.e. in ELECTRAs tokenization).

Next, the span annotations are extracted from the passages at the reader’s input. Note each sample may contain multiple answers. The annotations for each answer in each sample are obtained differently in retrieved passages and in the golden passage. For retrieved passages, we search for the answer’s exact matches in passages, and use each match as target annotation. For golden passage, we also search for the answer’s exact matches in it. If there is none, the answer is soft matched with single sub-sequence of golden passage, which yields highest non-zero F1 score. The F1 soft match is also performed on the subword token level. Therefore answers with zero highest F1 soft match with golden passage and no exact match in any of the reader’s input passages are discarded.

C.1 Upper Bound on F1 Matching

Because the brute-force computation of a span with the greatest nonzero F1 score is potentially very demanding, we found the length limit for spans that are worth searching (see Theorem C.2).

To compare brute-force with upper bound implementation, we run an experiment on 16,741 passages (retrieved for NQ-Open dev). The average time per passage for brute-force approach was 121 ms while it was only 9 ms for implementation that uses the upper bound optimization.

The soft match is described in Algorithm 1. It assumes that there is no exact match.

\textsuperscript{12}https://github.com/facebookresearch/DrQA
\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/facebookresearch/DPR
Figure 4: Analysis of Accuracy@K on different datasets.

Algorithm 1 Soft match

Require: set of spans $S$ and answer span $a$

1: function SOFTMATCH($S$, $a$)
2: actSize ← 1
3: lenLimit ← 2
4: bestSpan ← None
5: bestScore ← 0
6: while actSize < lenLimit do
7:   for all $t \in S$ of size actSize do
8:     score ← F1($t$, $a$)
9:     if score > bestScore then
10:        bestSpan ← $t$
11:        bestScore ← score
12:        lenLimit ← $|a| + |a| - |s_{ta}|$
13:    actSize ← actSize + 1
14: return bestSpan

Lemma C.1. Let $t$ and $a$ be non-empty spans and $0 < s_{ta} \leq |a|$ number of shared tokens for them. Then
\[ |t| \leq |a| \frac{|t| + |a| - s_{ta}}{s_{ta}}. \] (13)

Proof. To prove it by contradiction assume that
\[ |t| > |a| \frac{|t| + |a| - s_{ta}}{s_{ta}}. \] (14)
then
\[ s_{ta} |t| > |a| |t| + |a| |a| - |a| s_{ta}, \] (15)
and also $0 < s_{ta} \leq |a|$, thus $|a| |a| - |a| s_{ta} \geq 0$. Therefore even if we assume that $|a| |a| - |a| s_{ta} = 0$. We get
\[ s_{ta} |t| > |a| |t| \]
\[ s_{ta} > |a|, \] (16)

14x symbolises number of tokens in span x.
which is in contradiction with $0 < s_{ta} \leq |a|$. □

**Theorem C.2.** Let $S$ be a set of non-empty spans, $a$ an non-empty answer span, $t$ non-empty trial span, $0 < s_{ta} \leq |a|$ is number of shared tokens for $t$ and $a$, and $S_b = \{ z | z \in S \land |z| \geq |a| \frac{|t| + |a| - s_{ta}}{s_{ta}} \}$. Then the theorem states that

\[ \forall x \in S_b(F1(x, a) \leq F1(t, a)). \]  

(17)

**Proof.** To prove it by contradiction assume that

\[ \exists x \in S_b(F1(x, a) > F1(t, a)). \]  

(18)

F1 score can be expressed as:

\[ F1(b, c) = \frac{2s_{bc}}{|b| + |c|}, \]  

(19)

thus

\[ \frac{2s_{xa}}{|x| + |a|} > \frac{2s_{ta}}{|t| + |a|}. \]  

(20)

From Lemma C.1 $|t| \leq |x|$. Therefore $s_{ta} < s_{xa}$, to satisfy the inequality (in equation 20), and we know that $0 < s_{xa} \leq |a|$. So let the $s_{xa} = |a|$ (the maximum) then

\[ \frac{2|a|}{|x| + |a|} > \frac{2s_{ta}}{|t| + |a|} \]

\[ |a|(|t| + |a|) > s_{ta}|x| + s_{ta}|a| \]

\[ |x| < |a|\frac{|t| + |a| - s_{ta}}{s_{ta}}, \]  

(21)

which is in contradiction with $x \in S_b$. □

**D  Softmax Notation**

Usually, softmax function $\sigma : \mathbb{R}^K \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^K$ is defined as:

\[ \sigma(v)_i = \frac{e^{v_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} e^{v_j}}. \]  

(22)

However, some parts of this work used variant of softmax that is defined as follows:

\[ \text{softmax} \left( f(x) \right)_y = \frac{e^{f(y)}}{\sum_{x \in D} e^{f(x)}}, \]  

(23)

where $D$ is the input set, $f : D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, $y \in D$.

**E  Decoding the Distributions from the Extractive Reader**

We analyzed the subsets of joint probability space over spans obtained via multiplication of distributions as explained in section 2.2 in Table 9. The factors of this space are the distribution given by the outer product of independent probability distributions $P_{\text{start}}(.)^TP_{\text{end}}(.)^T$ denoted as I, joint probability distribution $P_{\text{joint}}(.)$ denoted as J, and passage distribution $P_{\text{passage}}(.)$ denoted as C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factorization</th>
<th>NQ-dev</th>
<th>NQ-test</th>
<th>EfficientQA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>48.32</td>
<td>50.58</td>
<td>47.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>48.53</td>
<td>51.25</td>
<td>47.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I+J</td>
<td>48.57</td>
<td>50.83</td>
<td>47.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I+C</td>
<td>48.49</td>
<td>51.11</td>
<td>47.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J+C</td>
<td>48.50</td>
<td>50.86</td>
<td>47.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: The results of the pipeline with different types of extractive reader’s distribution used for decoding. See text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factorization</th>
<th>joint comp.</th>
<th>start&amp;end comp.</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>marginalizes independently &amp;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>45.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>45.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>47.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>47.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Ablation of loss components on NQ-Open test dataset using ELECTRA-base model.

**F  Passage Reranker Revision**

In preliminary experiments of this work we used a Longformer encoder (Beltagy et al., 2020) with concatenated passages at it’s input to benefit from the early fusion between passages. In particular, the passages at the Longformer’s input were shuffled and concatenated, and we used presoftmax score computed from the first Longformer’s output representation of each passage as the rerank function. The passages were shuffled with a fixed seed in both, training and test time. Therefore each passage was scored not only according to the question but also according to other passages. However, we did not observe any significant benefits when we used the Longformer setup over a RoBERTa which scores each passage independently (see Table 11).
### G Ablating the Extractive Reader’s Objective

Firstly let us demonstrate that start and end components in the used loss (see equation 8) perform summation over both inter-passage and intra-passage combinations of starts and ends:

\[
- \log \sum_{s \in S} P_{\text{start}}(s) - \log \sum_{e \in E} P_{\text{end}}(e) = \\
- \log \sum_{s \in S} P_{\text{start}}(s) \sum_{e \in E} P_{\text{end}}(e) = \\
- \log \sum_{s \in S, e \in E} P_{\text{start}}(s)P_{\text{end}}(e). 
\]

Where \( S = \text{starts}(C_{rr}) \), \( E = \text{ends}(C_{rr}) \) and distribution dependencies are dropped for clarity. Inter-passage combinations obviously do not correspond to a real answer. Even though that this loss does not reflect the task correctly, it achieves better results (see Table 10) than the following loss

\[
- \log \sum_{c \in C_{rr}} \sum_{a \in \text{answers}(c)} P_e(a_e | q, C_{rr}) 
\]

that marginalizes components jointly, and thus the summation is done only through intra-passage start-end combinations. Such results agree with previous work (Cheng et al., 2020b).

Table 10 also shows that the joint component improves the independent loss variant, but not the other one that marginalizes jointly. We hypothesize that this is because the loss in equation 25 already considers only the intra-passage start-end pairs. Lastly, Table 10 shows that using just the joint and passage component is sufficient for NQ-Open, which agrees with Fajcik et al. (2020).

### H Results According to Question and Answer Test-Train Overlap

In addition to evaluation on the TQ-Open and NQ-Open shown in Table 2, we also report results on subsets of these datasets in Table 12, as split by Lewis et al. (2021). We compare R2-D1 (retriever, reranker and extractive or generative reader, marked as gen and ext respectively) and R2-D2 (ext+gen) to official results on FiD (Izacard and Grave, 2021).

### I Inference Speed of Our Implementation

While optimizing the R2-D2’s inference speed was not the main focus of this paper, we show that even our unoptimized implementation can be used in practice in small scale. We analyze the speed of our implementation on NQ-Open test data in Table 13. The times were measured on a workstation with Intel Xeon Silver 4214 48-core CPU, 188GB RAM and Nvidia 2080Ti 12GB GPU. Table columns show settings with and without passage reranker. Table rows are split into two parts; intermediate rows show time spent by the pipeline’s single component (e.g., row ext. reader shows what time the pipeline spent by running just the ext. reader), and total rows show the total time taken by the whole pipeline. The retriever and reranker infer with batch sizes 32 and 100 respectively, the readers run with batch size 1.

We note that in retrieval, we do not use any approximate K-NN algorithm to facilitate retrieval of top-K nearest passages and instead do the dot product with the matrix of passages directly on the CPU. Secondly, we note that we do not parallelize the inference of generative reader and extractive reader. Thirdly, notice the difference in extractive reader’s speed with and without passage reranker is caused by its different input size (see details of extractive reader’s experiments setup in subsection 3.2). Finally, we compare the speed of our approach using FiD with 25 and 100 input passages, like in the original FiD implementation15. The ratios of our measurements are compared explicitly in Table 14.

15We simply pass 100 input passages to the model trained with 25 passages in the experiment.
Table 12: Results on the overlapping and non-overlapping parts of test sets for NQ and TQ. Total column corresponds to overall result on the whole dataset, as reported before, Question Overlap corresponds to samples with train-test question overlap and answer overlap, Answer Overlap Only corresponds to samples with answer overlap, but no question overlap, and No Overlap corresponds to samples with no overlap between train and test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NQ-Open</th>
<th></th>
<th>TQ-Open</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overlap Only</td>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.40</td>
<td>71.30</td>
<td>48.30</td>
<td>34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext+gen</td>
<td>54.99</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>48.89</td>
<td>39.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>50.69</td>
<td>70.06</td>
<td>46.98</td>
<td>34.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>50.72</td>
<td>72.53</td>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>35.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>5.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Inference times on NQ-Open in seconds per question. See text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Rankers</th>
<th>retriever</th>
<th>+reranker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>retriever</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passage reranker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext. reader</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. reader (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer reranker (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen. reader (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer reranker (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext+gen (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext+gen (100)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Ratios of inference times on NQ-Open. First two columns compare the speed in stage of generating abstractive answer (only gen.) and answer reranking (ans. reranker). The subsequent columns compare speed of whole pipeline just with generative reader and no component fusion (gen pipe.) and full R2-D2 pipeline (ext+gen pipe.). Row gen(100)/gen(25) compares the speedup of pipeline when using just 25 passages in FiD’s input (denoted as gen(25)) instead of 100 (denoted as gen(100)). Row rr+gen(25)/gen(25) shows speedup gained from not using passage reranker (denoted as rr). Row gen(100)/rr+gen(25) compares the speed of using rr and gen(25) instead of gen(100) (with no passage reranking). Results marked with * are not affected by passage reranking component, as they only measure speed of pipeline’s individual component. For instance, table shows that doing answer reranking with generative reader with just 25 passages at its input runs 3.75x faster than doing answer reranking with generative reader that uses 100 passages.